
Rules of vaccination in Denmark  

Valid attest of vaccination (Date, product brand, batch number, the vets stamp with specification 
of name and signature) from a vet who is not the owner of the horse/pony, the following has to be 
displayed from the attest of vaccination in the passport of the competing horse:  

For horses/ponies who start their basic vaccination program after the 31st of December 2012, 
following rules apply:  
The horse/pony has to be basic vaccinated against the flu, which means that it has to have two 
vaccinations with a minimum of 21 and a maximum of 92 days within. The day of the vaccination 
counts. Afterwards, the horse/pony needs a booster vaccination, which should be given 7 months 
after the second basic vaccination, at the latest. The horse/pony needs a yearly vaccination 
afterwards – on the day of the last vaccination at the latest. It is allowed to compete after the first 
two basic vaccinations and before the booster vaccination, but no vaccination must have been 
given within 7 days before arrival to the event.  
All yearly vaccinations given after the 31st of December 2012, must be given on the day of the last 
vaccination, no matter the basic vaccination.  

For horses/ponies who is basic vaccinated before the 1st of January, following rules apply:  
The horse/pony has to be basic vaccinated against the flu, which means that it has to have two 
vaccinations with a minimum of 21 and a maximum of 92 days within. The day of the vaccination 
counts. The horse/pony must be revaccinated each year, which means at the latest 367 days after 
the last vaccination. If the due date is transcended, he horse/pony needs another basic 
vaccination. After the 31st of December 2012, the yearly revaccination must be given on the day of 
the last vaccination, at the latest.  

No corrections of the date of the vaccination must be done without a vets comment and a vets 
stamp and signature. The rider must show valid and yearly vaccinations all the way back to a valid 
basic vaccination, if he/she is asked at events.  

 


